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Abstract

Database systems frequently have to execute a batch of
related queries. Multi-query optimization exploits evalu-
ation plans that share common results. Current approaches
to multi-query optimization assume there is infinite disk
space, and very limited memory space. Pipelining was the
only option considered for avoiding expensive disk writes.
The availability of fairly large and inexpensive main mem-
ory motivates the need to make best use of available main
memory for caching shared results, and scheduling queries
in a manner that facilitates caching. Pipelining needs to be
exploited at the same time.

We look at the problem of multi-query optimization tak-
ing into account query scheduling, caching and pipelining.
We first prove that MQO with either just query scheduling
or just caching is NP-complete. We then provide the first
known algorithms for the most general MQO problem with
scheduling, caching and pipelining. After showing the con-
nections of this problem with other traditional scheduling
problems and graph theoretic problems we outline heuris-
tics for MQO with scheduling, caching and pipelining.

1 Introduction
Database systems are facing an ever increasing demand
for high performance. They are often required to execute
a batch of queries, which may contain several common
subexpressions. Traditionally, query optimizers like [6]
and [15] optimize queries one at a time and do not identify
any commonalities in queries, resulting in repeated compu-
tations. As observed in [16, 12] exploiting common results
can lead to significant performance gains. This is known as
multi-query optimization(MQO). There has been a signif-
icant amount of recent work on MQO. [13] demonstrates
the practical applicability of MQO based on efficient algo-
rithms for implementing a greedy heuristic.

The need for MQO has been expressed in several con-
texts in the recent past including mediators [20], view
maintenance [11], XML query optimization [19] and con-
tinuous query optimization [3].
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Multi-query optimization exploits the possibility of
reusing (sharing) results of common subexpressions. Pre-
vious work assumed that unbounded space is available to
store results of common subexpressions. Typically shared
results are stored on disk, and disk space is plentiful; how-
ever, there are situations where not all shared intermediate
results fit on disk. More importantly, from a practical view-
point, the growing size of main-memory makes it possible
to cache many shared results in memory, avoiding the high
cost of reading from or writing to disk. The order of ex-
ecuting the queries and evaluating the subexpressions af-
fects the amount of space needed to keep the intermediate
expressions.

We first deal with the problem of finding the best order
of evaluation of expressions, which we call thescheduling
problem, and the problem of deciding when to admit (store)
a shared result in cache, and when to discard it, which we
call thecaching problem, to minimize evaluation cost under
cache space constraints.1

The following example motivates scheduling and cach-
ing in MQO.

Example 1 Suppose the set of queriesQ1, Q2, ..Qn needs
to be optimized and let the only common sub-expressions
be those betweenQi andQn/2+i, saySi, and assume the
size of allSi’s is equal toS. Multi-query optimization dis-
regarding cache space constraints would decide to cache
results of all the common subexpressions, instead of recom-
puting each twice (assuming the cost of storing and retriev-
ing from cache is lower than the cost of recomputation).
The cache requirement will thus benS/2. But a cache of
size2S is sufficient if the queries are evaluated in the order
Q1, Qn/2+1, Q2, Qn/2+2, . . ., Qn/2, Qn and each sub-
expressionSi is kept in cache only between the evaluations
of Qi andQn/2+i. 2

Gupta et al. [8] studied scheduling and caching in MQO,
and presented results on intractability of the caching prob-
lem, as well as approximation algorithms for special cases
of the caching problem. The problem of caching shared re-
sults was also addressed by Tan and Lu [21]; more details
are provided in Section 4.

1There is a dual problem of minimizing the cache space, given bounds
on execution time; we do not address that problem here, although the
complexity would be the same, and our algorithms can be extendedto
handle this case.



It is also possible to execute multiple subexpressions
concurrently,pipelining the output of a shared subexpres-
sion to multiple uses of the expression. Dalvi et al. [4]
showed that not all ways of pipelining results to their uses
are realizable with limited buffer space, and outlined a class
of pipeline schedules called valid pipeline schedules that
can always be realized without any buffer space. They
also showed that the problem of finding the best pipeline
schedule is intractable, and provided greedy heuristics for
finding pipeline schedules. However, [4] does not consider
scheduling and caching.

To get the best plan for evaluating a batch of queries,
the query optimizer has to take into account scheduling,
caching and pipelining. No earlier work, to our knowledge,
has addressed this general version of the MQO problem.
Our contributions: The following are the main contribu-
tions of this paper:

• We show that the scheduling problem, even disregard-
ing the caching problem, is NP-complete. This com-
plements the result of [8] that the caching problem,
disregarding the scheduling problem is NP-complete.

• We provide (to our knowledge, the first) algorithms
for the general case of the MQO problem, taking into
account scheduling, caching and pipelining (Section
3). While the algorithms are expensive (of exponen-
tial complexity), they could form the basis for efficient
heuristics. The algorithms can be applied to System
R style join-order optimization as well as to Volcano
style top-down optimization using a general-purpose
DAG representation of queries.

• We provide efficient heuristics for scheduling in
MQO, and suggest their extensions for the problem
with scheduling, caching and pipelining.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides intractability results in scheduling and caching.
Section 3 provides algorithms for the generalized multi-
query optimization problem. Section 4 shows connections
of this problem with other related problems in graph the-
ory and in scheduling. This section also relates our work to
other work in multi-query optimization. We provide heuris-
tics in Section 5 and finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Intractability Results

In this section we address the intractability of schedul-
ing, caching and pipelining decisions, given a plan with
common subexpressions (the plan could be for a batch of
queries, or for a single query with common subexpressions
internally). We consider each of the above aspects individ-
ually, and show that intractability is intrinsic to each aspect,
even with greatly simplifying assumptions.

Ibaraki and Kameda [9] proved the NP-completeness
of finding an optimal join order, while Chatterji et al. [2]
showed that getting a polylogarithmic approximation to
this problem is also NP-complete. These results prove the

intractability of finding an optimal query plan for a single
query, ignoring the issue of common subexpressions. Our
work complements these results.

2.1 Intractability of Scheduling

The problem of finding an ordering of the queries is an
important part of scheduling in multi-query optimization.
In this section, we show that this problem is strongly NP-
complete.

Each expression has a size and there is some benefit as-
sociated with caching it, while evaluating some bigger ex-
pression. We prove intractability even with the following
simplifying assumptions: all queries are the join of just
two relations, and the relations are of unit size, and with
unit cost of evaluation (i.e. reading from disk). The subex-
pressions are thus simply database relations, and the benefit
of caching them in memory is unit.

Formally, the simplified version of our problem is as fol-
lows. Letr1, r2, . . . , rm be a set of database relations and
let q1, q2, . . . , qn be a set of queries such that eachqi is a
join of two database relations. The size of eachri is 1 and
the total cache size available is2. The cost of reading any
ri from disk is1, as is the cost of evaluating a query. While
evaluating each query the constraint is that both the base
relations must be in cache. Find a permutation of thesen
queries such that the the computation cost of the entire set
is minimum.

Theorem 1 The problem of finding the best order among a
set of 2 relation join queries where all relations are of size
1, with cache size 2, is strongly NP-Complete.

PROOF: Without loss of generality we can assume that
(i 6= j) ⇒ ((ai, bi) 6= (aj , bj)). Now, no 2 of the queries
in the query set are identical and hence 2 adjacent queries
in the permutation can have at most 1 relation in common
and save a cost of 1. We will prove that the problem of
finding an optimal permutation is NP-complete by reducing
the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path in a cubic graph
2 which is known to be NP-complete, to it.

We show this by first considering the decision problem:
Does there exist an optimal permutation of queries such
that the cost saved isn−1, i.e. every two adjacent queries in
the permutation have a common relation. We first show that
this problem is equivalent to finding a dominating trail of a
graph and this in turn is equivalent to finding a Hamiltonian
path in a cubic subgraph.

For the given set of queries, define theunderlying graph
as a graph whose nodes are the various base relations that
occur in the queries, and two nodesri and rj are con-
nected if there is a query in the query set computing the
join of ri and rj . A dominating trail of a graph is a
trail (a walk through the vertices so that no edges are re-
peated; note however, vertices could be revisited) so that
all edges of the graph are incident on one of the vertices
of the trail. Now suppose there is a permutation such that

2A cubic graph is a graph which has all vertices of degree 3.



the cost saved isn − 1. This means for every pair of ad-
jacent queries one relation remains in cache and is com-
mon to both queries. That is, if the order of evaluation
is qi1, qi2, ....., qin then somerj1 is common to all queries
from qis0

to qis1
, rj2 is common to all queries fromqis1

to
qis2

, rj3 is common to all queries fromqis2
to qis3

, and so
on till rjm is common to all queries fromqi

s(m−1)
to qism

where1 = s0 < s1 < s2....... < sm = n. Now this
corresponds to the dominating trailrj1, rj2, ...rjm in the
underlying graph. So the problem of finding a dominating
trail is equivalent to the problem of finding a permutation
with cost saved =(n − 1).

Now to show that finding the dominating trail is NP-
complete we show a reduction from Hamiltonian path.

Consider any cubic graphG. Now obtain graphG′ from
G by adding a edge to each vertex ofG as shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Figure 1: Initial graphG and graphG′ with pendant edges
added

Now the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path inG
is the same as finding a dominating trail inG′. A domi-
nating trail in the graphG′ must dominate all edges in the
graph, including all the pendant edges, so the trail must go
through all the vertices in the original graphG. The degree
of each vertex ofG in G′ is 4, and one of the edges is a
pendant edge, which can come only at the beginning or at
the end of a trail. Hence the trail can be reduced to a path
through all vertices in the original graphG by removing
pendant vertices at each end of the trail if present, which is
a Hamiltonian path. ThusG has a Hamiltonian path iffG′

has a dominating trail.

Thus the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path on a cu-
bic graph, which is strongly NP-complete, can be reduced
to a special case of the problem of scheduling in MQO,
completing the proof. 2

The above result proves that the scheduling part of the
query scheduling and caching problem, by itself, is NP-
complete. We had made the trivializing assumptions that
size of each relation is 1 and the benefit (cost saved) of
saving an expression in cache is 1. We also trivialized the
general query structure by considering only joins of two
relations as queries. In spite of all these assumptions the
problem still turns out to be NP-complete.

2.2 Intractability of Caching and Pipelining

The following theorem from Gupta et al. [8] addresses
the other side of the issue, that is the intractability of the
caching part of the scheduling and caching problem.

Theorem 2 [8] The problem of deciding what expressions
to cache and what to discard at each point in a given sched-
ule in order to minimize overall cost, is NP complete.

Given an order of queries, Gupta et al. [8] create a set of
intervals as follows: for each shared expressione create an
intervalE with parameters of the intervalE is as follows

• we = size of the result of subexpressione

• benefite = benefit by cachinge

• starting time and the ending time ofE is defined by
the sequence number of the first and the last queries
usinge in the given order, respectively.

The interval fitting problem is then to define starting and
ending points for each interval such that at any point in
time, the results corresponding to intervals crossing that
point all fit in cache.

Gupta et al. [8] show that the interval fitting problem
is intractable by the following simple reduction from the
subset sum problem, i.e., given a set of objectsS, find if
there is a subsets ⊆ S such that the sum of the sizes of
objects ins equals a given valueT . For each objectp in S
create an interval i having

• starting timespi = 1

• ending timeepi = 2

• size of intervalwi = size of objectp

• benefit of intervalbi = size of objectp, and

• cache sizeC = T

The above result shows that the weights and benefit part
of the query scheduling problem is in itself NP-complete,
even without ordering of queries or adding or removal of
expressions from cache as time progresses, and assuming
that the benefit of a shared result is a given fixed value. The
real life situation is made more complicated by the fact that
the benefit of a shared result is not fixed – it depends on the
plan chosen, and is thereby dependent on what other results
are chosen to be shared.

The problem of finding an optimal set of edges to
pipeline in a given plan, without scheduling or cache size
limitations, has also been shown to be NP hard [4]. We thus
summarize this section with the following result.

Theorem 3 Scheduling, caching and pipelining for a fixed
query plan are all independently intractable. 2



3 Generalized MQO Algorithms

In this section we provide exponential algorithms for a
generalized version of the multi-query optimization prob-
lem, taking into account scheduling, caching and pipelin-
ing. Our exposition is based on the Volcano representation
of query plans, outlined in [6] and [13]. Join order opti-
mization as in System R is a special case, and for this case
we give more precise bounds on time.

Given the input query, the Volcano optimization algo-
rithm first generates all possible semantic rewritings of the
input query. For example,(A 1 (B 1 C)) can be rewritten
usingjoin commutativityas(A 1 (C 1 B)). The Logical
Query DAG (LQDAG) is an AND-OR DAG representing
the space of all possible equivalent relational algebra ex-
pressions. The Physical Query DAG (PQDAG) is used to
completely specify the various algorithms available to eval-
uate a relational algebra expression (hash-join, merge-join
etc) and also the various physical properties that are satis-
fied.

A specific plan is a sub-graph of the PQDAG; plans
without sharing would be trees, whereas plans that share
subexpressions would themselves be DAGs; we use the
term planDAG to refer to a specific plan. Note that in
case of multi-query optimization we look upon the batch
of queries as a single Query DAG with a pseudo root hav-
ing as children the roots of the individual queries. Note also
that equivalent nodes (i.e., those representing the same ex-
pressions) are replaced by a single node that may be shared
by more than one query.

In the rest of the paper, for ease of exposition we frame
our descriptions in terms of the LQDAG; in reality our al-
gorithms would be applied on PQDAGs, and would work
correctly, in exactly the same manner.

3.1 Bounds on Equivalent Query Expressions

The cost of optimization depends on the number of ex-
pressions equivalent to a given expression. For join order
transformation, the number of equivalent expressions is ex-
ponential in the size of the initial query.3 For the general
case, with an arbitrary set operators, we can show that the
number of equivalent rewritings of a query expression is
exponential in the size of original query expression, under
some reasonable assumptions.

A given expression can have infinitely many equivalent
expressions generated by transformation rules. For exam-
ple, given the expression(σA.x<10A) ⊲⊳A.x=B.x B, trans-
formation rules can in general generate an arbitrarily large
expression of the form:

(σA.x<10(σA.x<10(. . . (σA.x<10A) . . .)) ⊲⊳A.x=B.x B.
To avoid this problem we assume that given a query of
sizen, transformation rules will only generate expressions
bounded in size by a polynomialp(n).

To illustrate another problem, consider the expression
(σA.x<10A) ⊲⊳A.x=B.x B, which can be equivalently

3A function f(n) is said to grow exponentially in the size ofn if
log(f(n)) is polynomial in n.

rewritten as(σA.x<10(σA.x<100A)) ⊲⊳A.x=B.x B. An in-
finite number of such expressions with different constants
can potentially be generated. To avoid the above problem,
we make the following assumption:A query transforma-
tion rule can introduce at most a constant number of new
tokens (such as operators or constant values), across all
expressions that it is applied on. This ensures that only a
limited number of expressions of the form listed above can
be generated.

We also make the assumption that each application of a
transformation rule takes time polynomial in the size of the
expression and the transformation rule.

The above assumptions are quite reasonable, and satis-
fied by all commonly used transformation rules. Under the
above assumptions, it is easy to show the following theo-
rem:

Theorem 4 The time needed to generate all the equivalent
expressions of a query expression is bounded by a function
that grows linearly in the number of transformation rules
and exponentially in the size of the original query expres-
sion. 2

3.2 MQO without Pipelining, Scheduling and Caching

The first step of the query optimizer is to expand the query
DAG. If the query has size n, the number of nodes,m, in
the expanded DAG is exponential inn, i.e. m ∼ exp(n).
A subset of these nodes will be decided to be materialized.
The number of subsets,s, which is2m is thus doubly ex-
ponential4 in n.
However we can iterate over all possible plans (a single
plan is polynomially bounded in size) and for each plan
iterate over all possible subsets of nodes in that plan to
be materialized, to find the combination with lowest cost.
We thus get a simple (naive) exponential algorithm for
MQO without considering optimizations like scheduling
and pipelining.

Theorem 5 MQO (without pipelining, scheduling and
caching) has a worst-case exponential algorithm. 2

We now consider the special case of join order optimiza-
tion. Consider a single query, which is a join ofn relations.
Let the relations in the join beR1, R2 . . . Rn. Then the
number of different join trees is the product of the num-
ber of permutations of thesen relations and the number of
ways of inter-nestingn parenthesis (in a valid parenthesiza-
tion), i.e. Catalan-number(n − 1) and is thus bounded by
4n × n!. With l join implementations the number of plans
is bounded by(4l)n × n!.

Given a batch of queries having a total ofn relations,
each has an exponential number of plans, and an overall
plan is obtained by choosing one plan for each query. It is
easy to show that the bound on the number of plans for a
single expression withn relations is an upper bound on the
number of overall plans for the batch of queries.

4A function f(n) is said to be doubly exponential in the size ofn if
log(f(n)) is exponential in n.



The time complexity of MQO on join queries is then
bounded by a product of the number of equivalent plans,
(4l)n ∗ n! times the materialization choices for each plan,
2n (the number of subsets of a set of size n), times the time
n taken for cost calculation per plan. This is bounded by
(8l)n ∗ (n + 1)!.

Theorem 6 Multi-query optimization (without scheduling,
caching and pipelining) on a set of join queries with a total
of n relations, withl join techniques can be done in time
O((8l)

n
∗ (n + 1)!). 2

3.3 MQO with Scheduling and Caching

We provide an exponential algorithm for the problem of
MQO with scheduling and caching (with limited cache
size). Though we initially restrict ourselves to joins only,
we later provide an algorithm for the general case.

We describe below an exponential algorithm for finding
the optimal schedule for a given execution plan with only
joins. Using the algorithm on all possible execution plans,
and selecting the best overall plan, gives an exponential al-
gorithm for MQO with scheduling and caching.

Problem formulation: Given a cache sizeC, and a sin-
gle join planDAG, where each join has a cost and size,
find the minimum cost (optimal) schedule of evaluating the
planDAG. A cost for storing in cache is assumed.

This can be reformulated as a shortest path problem on
a graph constructed as follows. Nodes of the graph corre-
spond to evaluation “states”. At any intermediate step of
the evaluation, the state can be represented by which joins
have been evaluated, and which join results are available
in cache. Thus a state is a tuple (Evaluated joins, Joins in
Cache). There are at most3n such possible states since
join results in cache are a subset of joins evaluated. Only
states where the total size of the join results in cache is less
than the cache sizeC are considered, others are discarded.
Given a state, we can draw edges representing transitions
to other states. The transitions are of the following kinds:

1. Remove a join result from the cache.

2. If the inputs of a join are in the cache, evaluate it and
put the result in cache.

Now finding the minimum cost evaluation plan can be
achieved by just finding shortest path from (φ, φ) to (S,*)
whereS contains all plan root nodes; * is a wildcard, since
cache contents at the end are irrelevant. This takes time at
most O(9n) using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.5

An enumeration algorithm that tries all possible evalua-
tion plans combinations gives the overall best plan. Its cost
is the product of the cost of the above algorithm and the
number of plans, and is bounded by(36l)

n
× n!

5It is interesting to note that the above algorithm is a generalization
of dynamic programming in the following sense. Standard dynamicpro-
gramming algorithms can be viewed as finding shortest paths in DAGs:
each memoed result corresponds to a node, and there is an edge from each
memoed result to each other result in whose computation it is used. In
our context, the problem is more general since it requires finding shortest
paths in arbitrary graphs that may have cycles.

Theorem 7 MQO with scheduling and caching, for join
queries, has an exponential algorithm of complexity
O((36l)n ∗ n!) where there are a total ofn relations andl
join techniques. 2

We now provide a description of the generalized version
of the algorithm which holds for arbitrary DAGs and oper-
ations other than joins.

A query is expanded into its LQDAG (Logical Query
DAG) and PQDAG (Physical Query DAG). The number of
different plans of a query of size n is bounded by a function
exp(n), that grows exponentially inn. Consider a single
execution plan. The size of this DAG can be assumed to
be polynomial inn. As mentioned earlier, we assume the
LQDAG has a pseudoroot whose children are the roots of
individual queries.

As explained for the case of joins, at any time the state
of execution of the query can be given by the tuple (Done,
Cached) whereDoneis a set of vertices whose sub-DAGs
have been evaluated. AndCachedis a set of vertices that
are presently stored in cache.Cachedis a subset of vertices
present in the sub-DAGs rooted at theDonenodes.

An exponential algorithm for MQO with scheduling and
caching is presented in Algorithm 1.

Theorem 8 There is an exponential algorithm for MQO
with scheduling and caching. 2

The algorithm can be easily extended if both memory
and disk are used for caching. In this case the state must
be extended to be of the form (Done, InMemoryCache, In-
DiskCache). The edges (with appropriate costs) that have
to added must now also include

1. Moving a expression from memory cache onto disk
cache or the other way round.

2. If the predecessors of a node are all in the memory
cache or disk cache as required by the implementing
algorithm evaluate it and put the result in memory or
disk cache.

3. Discarding an expression from memory or disk cache.

In case scheduling were not required we could assume at
any instant the set of intermediate vertices that have been
computed is always a set of sub-DAGs rooted at a single
vertex. In other words, we could assume that evaluation of
nodes take place such that a single subDAG of evaluated
nodes steadily expands to the complete DAG. However for
an optimal schedule the intermediate vertices computed is
a general set of rooted DAGs which may be rooted at dif-
ferent points. That is, the evaluation of different parts of
the subDAG which are not directly connected to each other
may be interleaved.

By swapping portions of unrelated computations of dif-
ferent queries and finally assuming that queries are evalu-
ated in the order they were completed it may appear that it
is not necessary to interleave the evaluation of subexpres-
sions from different queries of a batch. However, it may



be necessary to compute expressions which are not used
by a query, before the query is completely evaluated, in
order to get an optimal schedule. Consider for example a
query batch of Q1 and Q2, Q1 hasCountGroupBy{A,B}

as a subexpression while Q2 hasCountGroupBy{A} as
a subexpression. It may be the case that in an opti-
mal schedule,CountGroupBy{A,B} is evaluated first and
given to its parent operator during the computation of
Q1 and concurrentlyCountGroupBy{A} (smaller size) is
calculated fromCountGroupBy{A,B}, before discarding
CountGroupBy{A,B} from cache and then continuing with
the computation of Q1, before computing Q2.

Another example of the interleaving of computation of
expressions from different queries is in the case of pipelin-
ing. Pipelining the same expression to two operators in
different queries needs the evaluation of both queries to be
interleaved.

3.4 MQO Algorithm with Scheduling, Caching and
Pipelining

We provide an exponential algorithm for multi-query opti-
mization in full generality ( with scheduling, caching and
pipelining). For a query of sizen, we know the number of
distinct planDAGs (each of whose size is bounded by poly-
nomial in n) is exponential inn. Pipelining of arbitrary
subset of edges of a given planDAG may result in an infea-
sible pipelining plan (i.e. one that may take more than a
constant amount of buffer space). However, feasibility can
be tested in polynomial time by searching for C-cycles [4].

Finding the optimal scheduling and caching strategy for
a fixed set of pipelined edges in a fixed planDAG is reduced
to a minimum weight path problem as described below. By
applying this on all feasible pipelining plans, we can get
an optimal overall plan, taking pipelining, scheduling and
caching into account.

Figure 2 shows a fixed set of pipelined edges in a fixed
planDAG. Dotted edges are materialized, whereas solid
edges are pipelined.

We can partition the vertices in the DAG into equiva-
lence classes, such that any two vertices are in the same
equivalence class iff they are connected by a path of
pipelined edges (in the underlying undirected graph). In
the above example, A,B,E,G,H form one equivalence class
say E1 while C,D,F forms the other say E2. The other
vertices are in singleton partitions. Figure 2 also shows
a compressed graph where equivalence classes have been
replaced by single vertices.

All base relations are materialized and extra scan (read)
nodes are created for shared read optimization [4], i.e. for
pipelining a subset of the edges coming out of a expression,
while materializing the expression and reading from cache
for other uses.

As pipelining forces many operators to be executed con-
currently, an entire equivalence partition of vertices have to
be evaluated concurrently. The scheduling problem is re-
duced to a shortest path problem as before, but with states
as (Done,Cached) whereDone is a subset of equivalence

E F

G H

C DBA

W X Y Z

W X

Y Z

E1

E2

Figure 2: Pipelining in MQO: The compressed graph.

partitions described above andCachedis a subset of nodes
in the original uncompressed PlanDag, which are in the
subDAGs rooted at theDonenodes.

The edge transitions in the above graph, called schedule
graph, are of the following types:

1. Removal of node:
(Done,Cached∪{c} ) → (Done,Cached) having cost
of removal of expression from cache which may be
zero. An example of such a transition for the DAG in
Figure 2 is(E1, {A,B,G,H}) → (E1, {B,G,H}).

2. Evaluation of a Component:
(Done, Cached) → (Done∪ {EquivComp}, Cached
∪{e1, e2, .., em}) where Cached includes all nodes
having edges going into the equivalence component
EquivCompand{e1, e2, ...., em} is a subset of nodes
in EquivComp. The cost of this edge is the cost of
pipelining and evaluation of all the intermediate ver-
tices of theEquivCompand the cost of writing oute1,
e2,... , em to the cache. Examples of such a transi-
tions for the DAG in Figure 2 include(φ, {A,B, F})
→ (E1, {A,B,E,G,H, F}) and (φ, {A,B, F}) →
(E1, {A,B,G,H, F}).

3. If cache is on disk then base relations can always
be assumed to be cached. If cache is only in mem-
ory, edges are present for reading base relations into
cache. If both disk and memory can be used as cache,
then states must be represented as (Cached, InMemo-
ryCache, InDiskCache) as explained previously.

Here is an example of a complete schedule correspond-
ing to the pipelining decision shown in Figure 2. Neglect-
ing W,X,Y,Z and assuming A,B,C,D have to be read in we



get (to get a smaller example):
(φ, φ) → (φ, {C}) → (φ, {C,D}) → ({E2}, {C,D,F})
→ ({E2}, {C,F}) → ({E2}, {F}) → ({E2}, {F,A}) →
({E2}, {F,A,B}) → ({E1, E2}, {A,B, F,G,H})
→ ({E1, E2}, {A,B,G,H}) → ({E1, E2}, {A,G,H})
→ ({E1, E2}, {G,H})

An exponential algorithm for MQO taking into account
pipelining, scheduling and caching, is presented in Algo-
rithm 2.

Theorem 9 Multi-query optimization with scheduling,
caching and pipelining has an exponential algorithm.2

If we restrict to join orders only, with l join implementa-
tions, then the cost is bounded by the product of number of
plan alternatives,(4l)n ∗ n!, timesnn which is the maxi-
mum number of choices in pipelining edges,6 times the cost
of Dijkstra’s algorithm which is bounded by(3n)2, times
the cost of testing feasibility and evaluating cost, which
is bounded byn2. The total cost is hence bounded by
(36ln)n ∗ (n + 2)!.

The caching-scheduling-pipelining plan obtained from
the Algorithm 2 gives the optimal plan for:

1. Static pipelining decision:Dynamic pipelining de-
cisions are not considered. Pipelining decisions of
edges are dynamic if they are made at run time when
memory buffer overflows occur, writing the overflow
data to disk. Dynamic materialization can lead to ex-
pressions being partly pipelined and partly material-
ized.

2. A given set of operators:New operators could be
added to the system to consider new algorithms, for
example a newly invented method of an optimized bit-
mapped join. The plan returned is however the opti-
mal for the given set of operators.

An interesting optimization for extending the opera-
tors is as follows. The hash join algorithm could be
split into two operations, one which partitions the data
and one which performs the actual join. This allows
the partitions to become units that can be cached, and
can be reused later. Such a plan could be cheaper than
plans that consider the entire hash join as an atomic
operation. The runs created during sort-merge-join
can be viewed in similar way.

4 Related Work
We first show connections of the problem of scheduling and
caching in MQO to other traditional scheduling problems
and graph theoretic problems.

The well known register allocation problem [17], is to
find the optimal order of evaluating an expression tree,

6Without shared read optimization we only have to select a subset of
edges and hence would get2n, in place ofnn. But with shared read
optimization [4], which is essential for finding optimal plans, any subset
of edges from a node could be combined. A better bound can be gotby
using Bell numbers B(n) or by Sterling numbers of the second kind [7].

where all intermediate expressions are of unit size, so as
to minimize the number of intermediate locations to save
data. [18] gives a dynamic programming algorithm for reg-
ister allocation for expression trees where nodes are un-
weighted (i.e. each result can be held in one register) but
operations have implementations of different costs. [1] pro-
vides an algorithm for evaluation of expression trees in the
context of expression evaluation and environment passing
in functional languages, which reduces to evaluating trees
with weighted nodes. None of these results can be extended
for DAGs.

The problem of minimizing cache requirement given the
query in the form of a DAG even when the nodes are un-
weighted is proved to be NP Complete [17]. The treewidth,
pathwidth and vertex separation numbers [5] of a graph are
closely related to the scheduling problem. These are not
only NP-complete in the general case, but even the special
results have very large constant factors and are highly im-
practical. [10] provides an extensive and comprehensive
coverage of these graph theoretic problems.

Earlier approaches to multi-query optimization (with the
exception of Tan and Lu [21]) assume there is infinite disk
space, and very limited memory space. Pipelining was the
only option considered for avoiding expensive disk writes.
[4] provides algorithms for the problem of pipelining in
MQO but does not consider the problems of scheduling
and caching. The availability of fairly large and inexpen-
sive main memory motivates the need to make best use of
available main memory by for caching shared results, and
scheduling queries in a manner that facilitates caching.

Tan and Lu [21] provide heuristics for scheduling in
MQO, but they require a pairwise test for deciding a good
order of queries, unlike a single MQO invocation as we pro-
pose, which adds minimal overhead. Also our technique is
more general as it grows many segments at the same time
allowing better schedules as explained shortly. Though
Gupta et al. [8] provide approximation techniques for
caching given a fixed schedule, they only provide heuristics
for finding good schedules; moreover, their heuristics re-
quire a large number of MQO invocations to decide a good
schedule and is seen to add a very large overhead even for
very small query batches. Our work complements theirs
well, since our heuristics for scheduling (described in Sec-
tion 5) can be combined with the approximate caching al-
gorithms, to get good plans without the overhead of a large
number of MQO invocations.

5 Heuristics
Section 4 motivated the intractability of the problem of
scheduling and caching in MQO. We present here heuris-
tics that find good query ordering with negligible overhead.

The problem of scheduling and caching of a batch of
queries has two main aspects:

1. Choosing a good order of queries

2. Choosing the results of sub-expression that should be
admitted to or discarded from cache, as we execute



queries.

5.1 One Phase Optimization

In this approach the decisions of ordering the queries and
what expressions must be added to or removed from cache
are taken in a single phase. We provide details of a one-
phase heuristic in [22]. In that algorithm, the schedule is
built up by adding one query at a time; the next query to
add, and expressions to be cached are decided on the basis
of queries already added to the schedule, and all possible
cached expressions in the currently existing schedule. The
heuristic requires calculation of the benefit for each combi-
nation above, and results in many calls MQO, and is thus
expensive and impractical.

5.2 Two Phase Optimization

In this approach, scheduling is done first followed by
caching decisions. To decide the query ordering the maxi-
mum weight Hamiltonian path heuristic is used. LetC be
the cache size. Let{Q1, Q2, ...Qn} be a set ofn queries to
be optimized. Benefit(Qi,Qj), defined as

cost(Qi) + cost(Qj) - MQO cost(Qi,Qj)
denotes the benefit gained by executing both the queries as
a batch using with cache space restricted toC. We define
the QuerySet GraphG, as a graph with nodes as queries
belonging to the set of queries and nodeQi connected to
nodeQj with an edge of weight Benefit(Qi,Qj). As an
heuristic, the problem of scheduling can be considered as
the problem of finding the maximum weight Hamiltonian
path in the QuerySet Graph.

The Hamiltonian path problem itself is NP-complete, so
we use the following greedy heuristic. LetG be a graph
with n vertices. A subgraph ofG with n − 1 edges, such
that the degree of each vertex is at most 2 is a collection of
cycles and a path, all being disjoint. If we ensure there are
no cycles then the subgraph is a Hamiltonian path.
Greedy edge selection heuristic:Each vertex has a count
associated with it, which is initially zero for all vertices.
All vertices whose present count is< 2 are candidate ver-
tices. So initially all vertices are candidate vertices. The
edges selected during the process partition the graph into
connected components. Select the largest weight edge not
selected till now and incident on two candidate vertices not
in the same component. Increment the count of both these
candidate vertices by 1 and continue selecting edges till a
total ofn − 1 edges are selected.

This heuristics gives a Hamiltonian path of high weight.
The cost of invoking MQO for every pair of queries can
be large especially on large query batches. In order to de-
crease the number of invocations of MQO in the above pro-
cedure, instead of running MQO-benefit for every pair of
queries in the large query batch, MQO is ran once on the
entire batch of queries (with a pseudo root), assuming infi-
nite cache space.

The edgeQi −Qj is then given weight equal to the sum
of the cost benefits obtained by sharing the common subex-
pressions ofQi andQj in the plan obtained for the entire

batch. Specifically, ifbenefit(expr)is the benefit (to the
entire query batch) of materializing the expressionexpr in
the MQO plan, andnumuses(expr)is the number of dis-
tinct queries in the query batch that utilizeexpr, then define
Benefit(Qi, Qj) as

Σexpr benefit(expr) /numuses(expr)
where the summation is over all expressionsexpr that are
common toQi andQj and chosen to be materialized (by
MQO without cache space limits). The reason we divide by
numusesis that if an expression is shared by many queries
it will have a high benefit in materializing, but its contribu-
tion to two queries being scheduled one after another must
depend on the benefit expended to these two queries.

Thus a single MQO invocation on the entire batch gives
a query ordering.

To test its effectiveness, we implemented the maximum
weight Hamiltonian path heuristic on top of the multi-
query optimizer described in [14] and ran it on some sam-
ple query batches. We used the batched TPCD workload
from [14], which models a system where several TPCD
queries are executed as a batch. The workload consists
of subsequences of the queriesQ1, Q3, Q5, Q7 and Q9

from TPCD. These queries have common subexpressions
between themselves. The batch queryBQi contains two
different (changes in selection parameters) copies of the the
first i queries from the above sequence, as in [4].

We found that on all the batchesBQi, the maximum
weight Hamiltonian path heuristic ordered the queries with
common subexpressions together (both within and across
query pairs) to always give the best query ordering, which
was also obtained by the brute force enumeration of all the
exponential possible orderings, as done by [8]. In all the
experiments we conducted, the time taken by the heuristic
is negligible as compared to the MQO invocation cost, as
the exponential search in [8] is obviated.

We now suggest a heuristic to integrate pipelining. The
techniques of [4] are used on the combined query batch to
select the pipelined edges The planDAG graph with edges
selected for pipelining is then partitioned as explained in
Section 3. Scheduling and caching techniques can now
be applied to these partitions, respecting the partial order
of the compressed graph. Our scheduling heuristic which
gives a good schedule at minimal overhead can be com-
bined with the approximation techniques for caching in [8]
to avoid the large number of MQO invocations, to get a
good plan at low overhead.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the issue of scheduling, caching
and pipelining in multi-query optimization. We began by
motivating the need for scheduling, caching and pipelining.
We provided intractability results for simplified versionsof
the problem. We then provided algorithms for the general
version of the MQO problem, with scheduling, caching and
pipelining. Although very expensive, these algorithms can
serve as the basis for the developments of efficient heuris-
tics.



We then proposed novel heuristics for query scheduling,
and preliminary tests showed that the heuristic provides a
good query ordering using a single MQO invocation on the
entire batch.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure BestScheduledMQO-
Plan(QueryExpressionE)

Create the LQDAG for E
bestplan=Null
bestcost=infinity
for all QueryPlan Q in the LQDAGdo

Create the Schedule GraphG for Q as follows

1. The vertices are the states (Done,Cached). Only
states where the total size of nodes inCachedis
less than the cache size are included.

2. Edges representing transitions as created as fol-
lows

(a) Removing a nodec from cache is repre-
sented by the transition (Done,Cached) →
(Done, Cached-{c}). The cost of this edge
is the cost of clearing the cache which could
be zero.

(b) Evaluation of a new expression corresponds
to: If e1, e2, e3,... ,em belong toCachedand
E = op(e1, e2, ....., em) is another expres-
sion then a transition from (Done,Cached)
→ (Done ∪{E}, Cached∪{E}) and the
cost of the edge is the cost of evaluat-
ing E and writing it to Cache . Also
(Done,Cached) → (Done∪{E}, Cached)
does not have the write-to-cache cost.

cost= cost of shortest path from(φ, φ) to
(HasRootNode, *) where HasRootNode is
any state containing the root node.
/* Obtained by running Dijkstra’s shortest path algo-
rithm on Schedule GraphG.*/
if cost< bestcostthen

bestcost=cost
bestPlan=plan corresponding to shortest path

end if
end for

Algorithm 2 Procedure BestPipelinedScheduledMQO-
Plan(QueryExpressionE)

Create the LQDAG forE
bestplan=Null
bestcost=infinity
for all QueryPlanQ in the LQDAG do

for all SubsetE of pipelineable edges inQ do
Test if it is feasible to pipeline all edges in E
if feasiblethen

Develop the compressed graph by fusing the
equivalence vertices into one vertex
Develop the Schedule GraphG for this com-
pressed graph
cost= cost of shortest path from(φ, {Base-
relations}) to (HasRootNode, *) where
HasRootNode is any state containing the root
node.
/* Obtained by running Dijkstra’s shortest path
Algorithm on Schedule GraphG.*/
if cost< bestcostthen

bestcost=cost
bestPlan=(QueryPlanQ, Pipelined edgesE,
Schedule given by shortest path)

end if
end if

end for
end for


